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Abstract: Edge computing is an important tool for smart computing, which brings convenience to 

data processing as well as security problems. In particular, the security of data storage under edge 

computing has become an obstacle to its widespread use. To solve the problem, the mechanism 

combing blockchain with regeneration coding is proposed to improve the security and reliability of 

stored data under edge computing. Our contribution is as follows. 1) According to the three-tier edge 

computing architecture and data security storage requirements, we proposed hybrid storage 

architecture and model specifically adapted to edge computing. 2) Making full use of the data storage 

advantages of edge network devices and cloud storage servers, we build a global blockchain in the 

cloud service layer and local blockchain is built on the terminals of the Internet of things. Moreover, 

the regeneration coding is utilized to further improve the reliability of data storage in blockchains. 3) 

Our scheme provides a mechanism for periodically validating hash values of data to ensure the 

integrity of data stored in global blockchain.  
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1. Introduction 

Technological progress such as Internet of Things (IoT), Big Data analytics, cloud computing, 

machine learning and artificial intelligence in recent years has allowed the design of new Smart 

computing systems in smart environments aiming to facilitate users’ lives. Smart computing is widely 

used in transportation, energy, environmental protection, smart city, healthcare, entertainment, and 

social media. 

In smart computing, more and more applications are putting large amounts of data into cloud 

servers for computing or storage. And it can solve the problem of limited storage capacity and 

insufficient computing speed of intelligent terminals and other devices. In addition, users do not need 

to care about the specific structure, management mode and maintenance of computing and storage, nor 

need to worry about the technical issues such as expansion and fault tolerance under the cloud 

computing environment. They only need to buy from Cloud Storage Provider (CSP) as required, just 

like buying water, electricity and gas [1–3]. 

As the trend of Internet of things deepens, the number of terminals such as smartphones and smart 

glasses keeps increasing, making the growth rate of data far exceed the growth rate of network 

bandwidth. At the same time, many new applications, such as augmented reality and unmanned 

driving, put forward a higher demand for delay. According to the forecast of Cisco cloud index (GCI) 

in 2016, global data center traffic will reach 15.3 ZB by 2020. The Internet business solutions group 

(IBSG) also forecasts that the number of IoT devices will reach 50 billion by 2020 [4,5]. The 

interconnection of all things breaks the limit of the interconnection between the traditional things, 

which results in that the traditional cloud computing model cannot meet the application demand of the 

interconnection of all things [6,7]. 

There are three main reasons why cloud computing model cannot meet the application demand of 

Internet of everything [8–10]. 

(1) Multi-source heterogeneous data processing. The perception layer data of the Internet of things is 

at a massive level, and there are frequent conflicts and cooperation between the data, with strong 

redundancy, relevance, real-time and multi-source heterogeneous characteristics. The integration 

of heterogeneous multi-source data and real-time processing demands brings great challenges to 

cloud computing which cannot be solved. 

(2) Bandwidth load and resource waste. Cloud service is a kind of centralized service computing with 

high degree of aggregation. Users send data to the cloud for storage and processing, which will 

consume a large amount of network bandwidth and computing resources. At the same time, a 

large number of user visits will increase network traffic, which will lead to service interruption, 

network delay and other problems. 

(3) Limited resources. In the interconnection mode of everything, network edge devices are usually 

resource-limited (storage, computing capacity, battery capacity, etc.), and the energy 

consumption of long-distance transmission of data between edge devices and cloud computing 

centers is particularly prominent. 

Due to the contradiction between the cloud computing model and the inherent characteristics of 

the Internet of everything, the centralized computing processing mode of cloud computing alone is 

insufficient to support the application operation and mass data processing in the context of the 

perception of the Internet of things. Moreover, cloud computing model has been unable to effectively 

solve problems such as cloud central load, transmission broadband and data privacy protection. Edge 

computing can effectively solve these problems. Edge computing is a new service model in which the 

data or task can be calculated and performed at the edge of the network near the data source. 
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In the edge network, any functional entity between the data source and the cloud computing 

center can run the edge computing platform of computing, storage and application of core capabilities, 

providing the end users with real-time, dynamic and intelligent service computing. Moreover, the 

combination of edge computing and existing cloud computing centralized processing model can 

effectively solve the problem of big data processing of cloud center and network edge [11–13]. 

Because edge computing can be combined with cloud computing, its network structure is usually 

fixed mode combining centralized with distributed mode. Therefore, its data storage mechanism is 

different from the traditionally centralized storage mechanism of cloud computing, as well as the 

common local storage and distributed storage mechanism. This article develops special research for 

this purpose. Our contribution is as follows. 

(1) We propose a hybrid storage architecture that adapts to edge computing. 

(2) We make full use of the advantages of edge network devices and cloud storage servers to make 

full use of their resources and avoid the waste of resources. 

(3) We propose to use blockchain technology for data storage, which ensures the security of data 

storage in edge computing. 

2. Related work 

2.1. Smart computing and edge computing 

Intelligent computing combined with Internet of Things (IoT), big data analytics, cloud 

computing, machine learning and artificial intelligence has many applications. For example, smart 

medical care collects body information, temperature, nutrition, humidity and motion information 

through IoT sensors, which are uploaded to the cloud server. When thousands of pieces of 

information form a big data database, cloud computing resources are used to perform powerful 

machine learning and artificial intelligence calculations to process this information. Ultimately get a 

report on human health, a healthy diet and a reasonable exercise recommendation, pre-symptom 

prediction of the disease, etc. [14,15].  

 

Figure 1. Architecture of edge computing. 
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Edge computing is also an important component of smart computing. The “edge” in edge 

computing is a relative concept that refers to any computing resource and network resource between 

the data source and the cloud service center. Edge computing allows terminal devices to migrate 

storage and computing tasks to network edge nodes, such as base station (BS), wireless access point 

(WAP), edge server, etc., which satisfies the computing power of the terminal equipment to expand 

demand and effectively saves computing tasks at the same time in the cloud resources transmission 

link between the server and terminal equipment. The architecture of Edge computing is shown in 

Figure 1, which mainly includes Cloud Layer, Edge Layer and IoT Layer [16]. 

(1) Cloud Layer mainly includes Cloud computing services and data centers. Cloud computing core 

services typically include three service patterns: infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS), 

platform-as-a-service (PaaS), and software-as-a-service (SaaS). Meanwhile, in the edge 

computing service mode, multiple cloud service providers are allowed to provide centralized 

storage and computing services for users at the same time. Therefore, large-scale computing 

migration between servers can be achieved by deploying multiple layers of heterogeneous servers, 

and real-time services and mobile agents can be provided to users in different geographic 

locations. 

(2) Edge Layer: Edge Center is responsible for virtualization services and multiple management 

services. It is one of the core components in Edge computing, deployed by infrastructure 

providers, and equipped with multi-tenant virtualization infrastructure. Virtualization services 

provided by edge data centers can be used from third-party service providers to end users and 

infrastructure providers themselves. In addition, the edge side of the network tends to deploy 

multiple edge data centers which cooperate with each other while acting autonomously, but not 

disconnected from the traditional cloud. Therefore, it is possible to create a layered architecture 

interconnected by different network infrastructures to achieve a distributed collaborative 

computing service pattern. It is worth mentioning that the data security of the edge data center is 

always a concern of the end users [17]. 

(3) IoT Layer: edge network computing realizes the interconnection of IoT devices and sensors by 

integrating multiple communication networks from wireless network to mobile central network to 

Internet network. Mobile terminals in the IoT include all types of devices connected to the edge 

network (including mobile terminals and numerous IoT devices). They are not only the identity of 

the data consumer, but they can act as data providers participating in distributed infrastructure at 

all levels [18]. 

Due to the increase of data volume and the demand of real-time processing, the centralized data 

processing of cloud center will be transformed into the two-way computing mode of cloud and edge. 

Network edge devices not only act as service requesters, but also perform some computing tasks, 

including data storage, processing, search, management and transmission. 

2.2. Edge computing and biological sciences 

In recent years, smart computing technology has been widely used in many fields such as pattern 

recognition and artificial intelligence. With the implementation of the human genome project and the 

completion of more biological genome sequencing projects, the biological data are explosive and the 

traditional experimental determination methods are far from meeting the needs. The computational 

intelligence algorithm in smart computing has its unique advantages in the field of processing this kind 

of data with large volume, noise pattern and lack of unified theory. Edge computing is an important 
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tool in intelligent computing which has a wide range of applications in biological genetics and 

intelligent medicine. 

Recent research shows that edge computing can provide nearby computing services, but 

generally only some simple data processing. For the sequencing industry, edge computing can assist in 

the preprocessing of some sequencing computations. Imagine the future, if you can realize the edge 

computing, the gene sequencing model will change, it will not send blood samples directly to a center 

again, instead of that the front end will do the pretreatment, the data of the pretreatment will transferred 

to the corresponding ‘brain’ when it need to be analyzed, and the analysis of the work is the core value. 

The new theories and technologies, such as intelligent edge computing, are bringing disruptive 

changes to tumor radIoTherapy, and breakthroughs will be made in the accuracy and efficacy of 

treatment. Intelligent omics radIoTherapy is expected to solve the dilemma faced by radIoTherapy for 

many years. 

2.3. Data storage of internet of things 

Data storage of internet of things can be divided into centralized storage, distributed storage and 

sensor network database. These strategies are discussed below, and their data storage and access costs 

are analyzed [18]. 

2.3.1. Centralized storage 

Centralized storage [19–22] is the simplest data storage strategy. Each node transfers the 

collected perception data to the base station (sink node) for storage, while the data access directly 

obtains the data from the base station. Because the energy and storage space of the base station is not 

limited, the data can be stored for a long time and the data access does not consume the energy of the 

nodes in the network. At this point, the sensor network is only a means of data collection rather than 

data processing, because users can only get data from the base station database. In addition, when the 

network scale is large and the nodes are distributed densely, a large amount of data in the network 

needs to be transmitted. The nodes near the base station will consume energy too fast for forwarding 

data, which constitutes a bottleneck for the entire network. So it is not suitable for large-scale network. 

All nodes in the centralized storage send data to the base station, and the cost of data access to the 

base station is negligible. So the total cost is ( )O n n , where the base station receives data of all nodes at 

the same time. And the maximum cost of a single node is ( )O n . 

2.3.2. Distributed storage 

Distributed storage [23–26] is a data-centric storage strategy. Its core idea is that the perceptual 

data generated by the node is not necessarily stored locally, but stored in other nodes using distributed 

technology. And an effective information intermediary mechanism is used to coordinate the 

relationship between the data store and data access to ensure that the data access request can be met. 

Under this policy, the data is stored according to the specific storage mechanism, and the query request 

also depends on the specific access mechanisms to obtain the data. These mechanisms include hash 

mapping, indexing, routing data and query requests by certain rules and so on. The advantage is that 

the distributed data storage well matches the distribution of the sensor network itself and the 

information mediation mechanism can guarantee that the data access request is met, while the 

disadvantage is that the information mediation requires additional costs. 
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In distributed storage, since the data is stored in s locations, the storage cost is ( )O sn n . The query 

request must send any of the s locations at the cost of ( / )O n s . If a node satisfies the query condition, the 

feedback cost is ( )O n . When data store and query access intersect a single node, the maximum cost is 

( )O n +RQuery. 

2.3.3. Database in sensor network 

Sensor network database [27–29] sets above three strategies as a whole which means closely 

combined traditional database technology, distributed technology and network technology, integrated 

the sensor nodes as perceptual data flow or data source and considered wireless sensor network as 

distributed perception database. From the logic concept, a data-centric sensor network database system 

with high performance was achieved [4]. Sensor network databases and data-centric routing 

complement each other. Routing is a bottom-up mechanism relative to data storage and access, while 

database relative data modeling and access is a top-down mechanism. Typical sensor network 

databases include OUGAR, Tiny-DB, PRESTO and StonesDB [30]. 

3. Problem statement 

In edge computing environment, a large number of sensor nodes are usually deployed. The 

sampling data of most sensors (such as temperature sensor, GPS sensor, pressure sensor, etc.) is 

numerical, but there are also many sensors whose sampling values are multimedia data (such as traffic 

camera video data, audio sensor sampling data, remote sensing imaging data, etc.). Each sensor 

generates new sampling data frequently, and the system needs to store the latest version of the sampled 

data, and in most cases that all historical sampling values within a period of time such as one month in 

order to meet the requirements of traceability processing and complex data analysis. Since the data is 

massive, data storage will be an unprecedented challenge. 

The same IoT systems can contain a variety of sensors, such as traffic sensor, hydrological 

sensors, geological sensors, meteorological sensors, biological medical sensors, etc. And each kind of 

sensors includes a number of specific sensors, which can be subdivided into GPS sensors, license plate 

recognition sensors, electronic photographic identification sensors, traffic flow sensors (infrared, coil, 

optics, video sensor), road sensors, sensors in perfect condition, etc. These sensors not only have 

different structures and functions, but also collect heterogeneous data. This heterogeneity greatly 

increases the difficulty of data storage. In addition，more complex traditional encryption algorithms, 

access control measures, identity authentication protocol and privacy protection methods cannot be 

applied in edge computing，on the one hand, because of the multi-source data fusion characteristics of 

edge computing and the superposition of mobile and Internet networks; on the other hand, there are 

resource limitations in storage, calculation and battery capacity of edge terminals. 

Although edge computing has some locally or proximally advantage, it faces more serious 

security problems [31]. First of all, edge computing covers a lot of terminal devices, which have 

potential security problems. For example, 82% of Android devices have at least one of the 25 security 

vulnerabilities. Secondly, the network access of terminal devices in edge computing is diverse, and the 

security of these networks is difficult to guarantee, making them more vulnerable to attack. According 

to statistics, 80% of home routers use the default password and 89% of public wi-fi hotspots are unsafe. 

In addition, in edge computing, nodes are distributed across the local network and cloud, making it 

more difficult to implement security protection across domains. Moreover, some of the sensing 
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equipment has very limited resources, which makes many of the existing security protection 

technologies unavailable for direct use. 

Blockchain is a kind of decentralized, tamper-resistant, traceability, jointly safeguard of 

distributed database. It can integrate traditional single-party maintenance of multiple isolated 

databases involving only its own business and distributed storing multiple nodes that are jointly 

maintained by multiple parties. Neither party can fully control these data which can only be updated 

according to strict rules and consensus, thus achieving trusted information sharing and supervision 

among multiple parties in an untrusted environment [32–34]. With the application of blockchain 

technology, trusted information can be shared among multiple parties without any third-party trusted 

institutions. Blockchain technology is well suited for edge computing where security demands are 

strong. However, the blockchain network is a completely distributed architecture, while the edge 

computing environment is a centralized distributed architecture. How to use blockchain technology for 

secure data storage in edge computing has become an outstanding problem that needs to be studied. 

4. Data security storage mechanism based on blockchain and coding 

In storage systems, redundancy is often introduced to improve system reliability. As an important 

redundant strategy, erasure code strategy gets more and more attention. Common remedy delete code 

for (n, k) maximum distance separable (maximum short separable, MDS) code, such as Reed - 

Solomon code. When data loss occurs to a storage node, the original data can be restored through 

redundant coding. Usually, when a node restores lost data, the amount of data transmitted is greater 

than the storage capacity of the node [35]. This results in huge bandwidth consumption.  

To solve the problem of erasure code, Dimakis et al. proposed the regenerative code of optimized 

repair bandwidth [36]. As an improvement of erasure code, regenerative code not only maintains the 

property of erasure code MDS but also greatly reduced the network bandwidth required in the repair of 

failed data by introducing the concept of network coding [37–40]. Based on the regeneration code and 

blockchain, this paper constructs the data security storage mechanism in the edge computing 

environment. 

4.1. Data security storage model in edge network 

The data storage model in the edge network is shown in Figure 2. The storage model is divided 

into three layers and corresponding different components: (1) cloud server group, (2) global 

blockchain network, (3) edge network center, (4) local blockchain, (5) IoT terminal equipment. 

(1) Cloud server cluster 

In edge computing, the top layer is the cloud service layer. In the cloud service layer, there are a 

large number of cloud servers, which can provide the function of cloud storage service. Users can 

easily access data at anytime and anywhere, through any internet-connected device connected to the 

cloud. More importantly, the cloud server cluster has a large number of storage resources, which can 

provide infinite storage space for the edge networks with limited resources [41]. 

(2) Global blockchain network 

To ensure the security of the data stored in the cloud server, we build a global storage mechanism 

based on blockchain technology. Each cloud storage server has a copy of the data block and can verify 

and store the data through the block structure, and use the consensus algorithm of distributed cloud 

storage server to generate and update the data. 
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In addition, in order to further improve the reliability and security of data, we use regenerative 

code to provide data redundancy. When a data loss error occurs in a cloud storage server, it can be 

recovered again by redundant regeneration code. Further, improve the reliability of cloud storage 

servers. 

Edge Center Edge Center Edge Center

Edge Layer

IoT Network IoT Network IoT Network

Local Blockchain 

Network
Local Blockchain 

Network

Local Blockchain 

Network

       Global Blockchain Network

Cloud Servers Cloud Servers Cloud Servers

Cloud Server Layer

IoT Layer
 

Figure 2. The model of data storage based on blockchain in edge computing. 

(3) Edge Center 

Edge Center is part of the Edge network that manages a set of IoT network devices. These IoT 

network devices form an edge network. IoT network devices with limited resources and capabilities 

are managed by the Edge Center and do not prevent them from participating in Edge networks due to 

their hardware limitations. At the same time, Edge Center is responsible for interacting with the upper 

layer cloud server, and transferring data and information in the local Edge network periodically to the 

cloud server for storage. 

Any entity can be registered as an IoT network device. However, IoT network devices must be 

registered under the control of the Edge Center in order to avoid edge network devices being added to 

edge networks without the permission of edge center nodes. In addition, all registered IoT network 

devices in the system must belong to an edge center. Otherwise, no node can manage the device [42,43]. 

(4) Local blockchain 

The Edge Center, along with the IoT network devices it manages, builds a local blockchain that 

stores the data collected by each IoT network device. Local blockchain is a lightweight blockchain due 

to the limited storage resources of IoT network devices. When the data stored in the local IoT device 

reaches the upper limit, the data is hashed. And the data is transmitted and stored to the local 

blockchain. At the same time, data in IoT devices will be deleted. Thus, IoT network devices can 

collect data again. 
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(5) IoT terminal equipment 

In edge computing, various objects can be connected to the Internet through intelligent and 

non-intelligent sensors, so that intelligent applications such as information collection, environmental 

monitoring and health management can be realized [44,45]. The basic core is the information 

interaction between objects and objects as well as between people and objects. It extends the 

communication dimension of people in the world of information and communication technology from 

any time, any place, and any connection to anyone, to any connection to any object. Everything is 

connected via the Internet to form the Internet of things [46]. 

4.2. Data security storage combining blockchain and regenerative code 

4.2.1. Cloud service layer data storage based on global blockchain 

In the cloud service layer, there are many cloud servers which can be considered to have infinite 

storage space and can be used to store all data in the edge computing environment. However, although 

cloud storage brings convenience and economic benefits to users, but it also poses serious threats to 

users' data security. Particularly it brings many new challenges in guaranteeing the integrity and 

correctness of user data. Due to the influence of hardware, software, operating system or human 

operation, cloud server will inevitably change or even delete users’ data by mistake. Therefore, data 

security has become the biggest obstacle to the further development of cloud storage services. 

To this end, the system adopts the blockchain technology to directly build the global blockchain 

in the cloud storage server and store the data sent from each Edge Center. Blockchain technology has 

the characteristics of decentralization, non-tampering and trust removal of block data, which make the 

storage of the data more secure. Moreover, this system adopts the structure of cloud, and constructs the 

structure of distributed storage. Distributed data storage can further improve system reliability, 

availability and access efficiency, and is easy to expand. 

At the same time, in order to further improve the reliability of the data, this paper continued to 

adopt the regenerative code technology in the cloud storage and carried out redundant coding and 

storage of the original data. It is shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3. Data storage based on global blockchain in cloud layer. 
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In general, the storage system based on erasure code is to cut the original file into k original data 

blocks, then encode them and form n coding blocks. These coding blocks are stored in n different 

storage nodes. When the original data needs to be restored, k coding blocks are obtained from any k 

storage nodes and then decoded to recover the original data. Erasure code is much less expensive to 

store than multiple copies at the same fault tolerance. However, when repairing the failed data, erasure 

code needs to transfer k blocks from k nodes. The erasure code strategy increases network overhead 

compared to the multi-copy policy which only transmits 1 data block. 

In regenerative code, each node stores a coding block composed of a coding segment. When 

repairing, the coding segment is firstly combined in a linear manner on the node providing the recovery 

data, so as to obtain the restoration block composed of b (b is far less than a) repair segments and then 

the restoration block is transmitted to the newborn node. The new node then decodes the collected 

repair blocks to get the invalid coding blocks. Although the number of connection nodes is greater than 

k, the regenerative code does not need to download the entire coding block. Therefore, the regenerative 

code fundamentally reduces the amount of data transmitted. 

Regenerative codes can greatly reduce the amount of data transmitted when repairing, but the 

amount of data that needs to be read is much larger. Therefore, based on blockchain, this paper adopts 

the combination of data duplication and regenerative code technology to improve the reliability of data 

storage. 

When data is stored in a cloud environment, the original data k is encoded and stored on n cloud 

servers, and each cloud server stores the encoded data with size of aps. When a cloud server fails, it can 

connect any of the remaining n-1 cloud servers to download d landscape for repair, which is called 

Repair Bandwidth. The parameter set of the regenerative code scheme can be expressed as {[n, k, d], 

(yes, yes, B)}, and its average repair bandwidth d is smaller than file size B. The Minimum Bandwidth 

restate-owned (MBR) Code has the lowest repair Bandwidth. The amount of data that needs to be 

stored during the data repair process of commonly used MBR code is too large, which increases the 

disk load of the system and limits the speed of the repair. Repair by Transfer (RBT) Code can only 

transmit data without any mathematical calculation when data is restored, so the amount of data to be 

read is the same as the amount of data to be transferred, which is more suitable for use in the storage 

system. Therefore, this system adopts RBT. 

Suppose M and is a data matrix, and its form is as follows: 

   
        
       

  

Where 0 is the zero vector of            , T is the filling vector of        , and S is an 

antisymmetric matrix. Antisymmetric matrix has the following properties:      . As a result, 

              . The coding matrix         is a matrix of    , where 0 in the    
 

    
  is 

the zero vector, and      is the identity matrix. Thus, RBT is encoded as       . Its symmetric 

matrix is   . Let's say that for every behavior in matrix C, we have 

  
   

         

          
  

The minimum repair bandwidth point in MBR codes is          
   

        
 

   

        
  . 

Because the system uses blockchain technology, it can use the copy of the blockchain stored in other 

cloud servers for data repair. Therefore, only the repair data of (   ) coding nodes is needed in data 

repair. In the case that data copies exist, according to literature [] :                  
   
   , 

          ,       
     

 
  .  
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From above:    
       

     
. Therefore, the minimum repair bandwidth point with data copy is: 

         
   

             
 

   

             
   

4.2.2. IoT layer data storage based on local blockchain 

The IoT layer is a mass of sensors that sense information, work together to build local networks 

and connect disparate objects to the Internet. Compared with Edge Center and cloud server, a large 

number of IoT terminals have limited resources in storage, communication and computing. Thus, this 

paper proposes that each IoT network builds local blockchain. 

Any IoT device in our system can store an encoded fragment of each data block. Even if each data 

block is not stored in its original form, each block is completely stored in a different IoT device, and 

each IoT device stores different fragments. In most cases, the initial block can be restored by 

combining any k code fragments provided by any node in the IoT network. 

Most IoT terminals are sensors with very limited power. To some extent, the energy determines 

the performance of the local IoT network. Therefore, this paper proposes that energy - aware coding is 

applied to the data storage of local blockchain. In the process of information transmission in the local 

IoT network, when the intermediate node i sends the data, we hope to select the node with the most 

remaining energy in the neighbor node of i to send in order to reduce the probability of premature 

exhaustion of the energy of the next hop node. According to literature [], the current average residual 

energy(ARE) of each network device is as follows:                              . N(I) refers 
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to the number of neighbor nodes of node i. The ARE of network device is the relative value of the 

average residual energy in all the neighboring nodes of its previous hop node. By using the relative 

residual energy, a more enough node can be selected as the network device of information transmission 

in multiple nodes with sufficient energy which can be used for encoding and recovery of lost data. It is 

shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4. Data storage based on local blockchain in IoT layer. 

The scheme of the IoT terminal equipment with high residual energy to collaborate on coding and 

data repair is as follows. The source file M is divided into many blocks and distributed on k local 

terminal devices, and the data of each local terminal device is divided into k parts. These nodes form a 

k by k matrix   , and   
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equipment is represented by the     order matrix   , and each column   
  (         ) 

represents the data information of each redundant terminal equipment. The matrix    is: 
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All the storage codes in matrix    and    constitute a complete local network data storage 

system. When some nodes are damaged, it uses d local terminal devices to fix the data on these 

terminals.  he data size that each node needs to download is the β, and the total number of data   
  

that needs to be transmitted is    , to form the         order matrix. All the data used to repair 

the node is concentrated on the repair device, and the data used to repair the failed node is the     

order matrix, and set as C. The linear relationship between the repaired data γ of each terminal device 

and the data size of the terminal is expressed as the matrix of initial α × γ infinite matrix      
(       ).  hrough linear calculation, the recycled data of each size α is finally obtained, which 
is represented by the matrix   : 

1

2

3

 

N

N
M C

N

 
 
  
 
 
  M

 

The data downloaded from recovery node is        
   
     

      , so there is the following 

formula:           
   
     

       .  

4.3. Data transfer 

Our blockchain scheme includes the local blockchain and global blockchain. Local blockchain is 

created by edge centers. And they store the data collected by IoT devices and its the hash value. And 

global blockchain stores all data block. Data in local blockchains is periodically uploaded to the 

global blockchain. Our scheme provides a mechanism for periodically validating hash values of data 

to ensure data integrity. One hash value is calculated from data in global blockchain, the other is 

from local blockchains.  

4.3.1. Data transfer from IoT device to local blockchain 

At first, each IoT device of local edge network will be authenticated by its manager (edge 

center). The legal devices will be assigned a public-private key pair. A local blockchain is created by 

edge centers. Devices without public-private key pairs assigned by edge center cannot participate in 

the local blockchain. 

All IoT devices of the edge network can collect data. When the collected data reaches the upper 

limit of an IoT device, the hash values of the data blocks are calculated. The hash values of the 

collected data is signed using the private key that distributed by the edge center.  

And the hash values are broadcast to edge network for verification. After validation, the hash 

values are written to the local blockchain. The hash values can construct a Merkle tree. The root of 

the Merkle tree is included in the head of local blockchain. Moreover, the data is sent to edge center 

to storage. That is to say, the edge center is the global node of the local blockchain; while the IoT 

devices are the light nodes.  

After the IoT device empties the stored data, it will be able to collect data again. The specific 

process is shown in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5. Data transfer of Local blockchain. 

4.3.2. Data transfer from local blockchain to global blockchain 

Data in local blockchains can be periodically uploaded to the global blockchain. The data 

uploaded by edge center is divided into blocks. Then, the hash values of data blocks are calculated by 

cloud servers. The hash values are compared with the hash values stored in the local blockchain to 

ensure that the data is not changed when uploaded to the cloud server. The specific process is shown in 

Figure 6. 
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Local Blockchain 1
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Figure 6. The verify of the cloud server. 
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The detailed procedures: 
(1) Data in local blockchains is periodically uploaded to the global blockchain. 

(2) The cloud servers compute the hash values uploaded to the global blockchain. Edge center 

compares the hash values with the hash values stored in the local blockchain. If they are equal, 

the data written to the global block chain is correct.  

(3) After validation, the hash values are written to the global blockchain. The hash values can 

construct a Merkle tree. The root of the Merkle tree is included in the head of global blockchain. 

(4) The verification process of the hash values mentioned above can be carried out periodically to 

ensure the integrity of data in the global blockchain. 

4.4. Performance evaluation 

4.4.1. Data storage based on global blockchain and regenerative code 

We use Aliyun and Amazon S3. Compared with single cloud storage service, the response time of 

distributed cloud storage service composed of multiple cloud storage services is more stable and faster. 

This is because blockchain-based cloud storage provides multiple copies of data and is able to leverage 

the network bandwidth of multiple cloud storage services, overcoming the bandwidth shortfalls of a 

single cloud server. 

In the case of blockchain-based replica repair, the repair bandwidth and disk I/O are reduced 

when using regenerative code to repair failed data. And as the redundancy m increases, it helps to 

repair the reduction in bandwidth and disk I/O. In addition, m can be effectively reduced for both 

average repair bandwidth and average disk I/O. When    , as    decreases,   increases, and    

grows the fastest. 

Because:    
                                 

   
          ,  is the standard deviation of the 

normal distribution of the desired availability level. As a result, the bandwidth and disk I/O required to 

repair will be significantly reduced for highly available cloud storage devices. If the server is less 

available, you can introduce a high availability server as a replica repair node to avoid large   that 

consume large amounts of storage space. In addition, because average repair bandwidth is proportional 

to total storage, a decrease in average repair bandwidth also means a decrease in total storage. 

Therefore, in the regeneration code, because the    doesn’t change, the increase of m will lead to the 

increase of total storage, the maximum increase        . 

4.4.2. Data storage based on local blockchain and regenerative code 

Given that our system can significantly reduce the amount of storage required by nodes without 

significantly increasing CPU decryption, running blockchain on IoT devices is a very important step. 

We tested local blockchain and encoded data recovery based on remaining energy at Raspberry Pi. 

Raspberry pie is a small, single-board computer with the same hardware architecture of common IoT 

devices and smartphones, which perfectly reflects the processing power of average IoT devices or 

smartphones in experiments. Common coding algorithms don’t often implement parallel computing, 

so you can easily increase the speed by using four threads of a quad-core ARM processor on Raspberry 

Pi.  

The hash values calculation and the Merkle tree construction are efficient, which donot require 

too much computing and storage resources [29,33,35]. In order to analyze the influence of the 
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heterogeneity of nodes' computing power on the data repair process, we tested the influence of node 

residual energy coefficient and node's transmission and repair time on data. In the actual test process, 

the higher the value of ARE, the longer time the node can process the information and data; On the 

contrary, the shorter. Figure 7 shows how the repair time of the whole process changes with the 

remaining energy. The larger the residual energy value is the more stable the node is, and the longer 

the data processing time is. 

 

Figure 7. Influence of ARE on data recovery and data transport. 

5. Conclusions 

The security of data storage under edge computing has become an obstacle to its widespread use，

which also affects the development of smart computing. In the paper, the mechanism combing 

blockchain with regeneration coding is proposed to improve the security and reliability of stored data 

under edge computing. At first, according to the three-tier edge computing architecture and data 

security storage requirements, hybrid storage architecture and model under edge computing are 

proposed. Secondly, making full use of the advantages of edge network devices and cloud storage 

servers, a global blockchain in the cloud service layer is built. In addition, the regeneration coding is 

utilized to further improve the reliability of data storage. Moreover, the local blockchain is built on the 

terminals of the Internet of things which realized the second verification. After the data is stored in the 

cloud, it can be compared and verified with the data in the local blockchain which further ensuring the 

data security. According to the residual energy of nodes, the terminals are selected, who are repaired 

with recovering data through regeneration coding. Thus, the resources of each device under edge 

computing can be fully developed and the waste of resources can be avoided. 
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